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HOMELESS NO MORE… 
Help Us Help the Animals!

We're reaching for a big goal – and we hope you will share in it!

Our goal is to ensure that every adoptable animal in Palm Beach County gets the second 
chance it needs and the new loving home it deserves.

That is why we are planning a new Pet Adoption Center. And we need you to join with us 
to help build it!

Today, we find homes for more than 5,000 dogs, cats, puppies and kittens each year. This 
new Pet Adoption Center will give us the potential to save twice as many lives.

Over the last several years, we have been able to dramatically increase the shelter, 
adoption, and medical services we can offer Palm Beach County. But we know we can 
expand our services still further and significantly increase the number of animals we 
are able to shelter and save. That's why we are creating this state-of-the-art Pet Adoption 
Center dedicated solely to the adoptable animals seeking their forever homes.

On behalf of our Board of Directors and, most importantly, on behalf of the animals, 
I invite you to join us in this exciting and important lifesaving project.

 Sincerely,
 

 Lesly S. Smith
 Board Chairman
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For more information, please contact Rich Anderson, Executive Director/CEO:  561-472-8844 or R.Anderson@PeggyAdams.org
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It is not easy to keep a secret from Lesly Smith.  
But her daughter, Danielle "Dani" Hickox Moore, 

together with the Trustees of the Mary Alice Fortin 
Foundation did just that!  

At the March 18th unveiling of plans for the new 
Pet Adoption Center, Dani announced a surprise 
$3 million challenge grant to launch the project 
and name the new facility the Lesly S. Smith Pet 
Adoption Center.  And Mrs. Smith was, indeed, 
quite stunned!

“Peggy Adams and the work it does for the animals 
mean so much to my mother,” Dani explains.  “She 
has devoted the last twelve years to its Board of 
Directors. During that time, Peggy Adams has 
dramatically increased its surgical and medical 
services to the community, has seen a tremendous 
increase in the number of adoptions (more than 
5,000 a year now), and initiated the Trap-Neuter-
Vaccinate-Return program so important in 
reducing the feral cat population in our County.”
 

Dani continues, “With a great Board and Executive 
Director, my mother supports Peggy Adams’ 
leadership in moving Palm Beach County to 
become a no-kill community by 2024.  She takes a 
personal interest in every dog and cat there.  No one 
experiences more joy on learning of a special rescue 
or a happy adoption than my mother.”  Moore is 
today the President of the Town of Palm Beach Town 
Council.  Smith was Mayor of Palm Beach from 2000-
2005.  Together, they carry on their remarkable family 
legacy of bolstering the County’s civic footprint.  

Silky and Tiger, 
the Smith family dogs

A Second Matching Challenge for $1.5 Million!

Underscoring the impact of the Mary Alice 
Fortin Foundation’s challenge, Palm Beach 

resident Christina “Chris” Dennis followed Moore’s 
announcement by saying, “There is nobody on this 
planet whom I respect more than Lesly Smith.  I am 
thrilled to augment Dani’s matching grant, given 
in honor of Lesly, with an additional challenge gift 
of $1.5 million to name a Dog Adoption Wing in 
memory of my mother, Louise.”

Louise Dennis, wife of a decorated Army 
veteran, found herself a single mother 
to three girls because of the vagaries 
of wartime.  Louise owned her own 
business, owned her own house, and 
was a tremendous role model, both 
in business and in life. Chris reports, “I 
bless my mother most for encouraging 
me to be independent.  Most of my 
business skills come from my mom."  

Chris remembers, “The happiest I ever saw my 
mother was with animals.  My sister’s huge Old 
English Sheepdog, Ragmop, would come to visit 
and my mom, who was usually all business and 
serious, would take that dog in her arms, singing 
and dancing.  We always had cats, horses… but with 
that dog, my mom revealed a side of herself that was 
really blissful.”

Herself a Wall Street hedge 
fund manager, in 2002 Chris 
put into action her passion 
for “catalyst investing.”  Her 
Philanthropic Hedge Fund 
helps to “create change in my 
lifetime with organizations 
that are ready to move to the 
next level.  And Peggy Adams   
is definitely an organization 
that is ready.”

Louise Dennis and 
Chris (age six) at 
the Tina Louise 

Hair Salon in 
Lake Hiawatha, NJ

Christina
Dennis

$3 Million Matching Challenge Launches Pet Adoption Center Campaign!
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Inspired by the enthusiastic 
response to plans for the new 

Center, Pauline Pitt and the 
Trustees of the William H. Pitt 
Foundation voted in May to add 
still further to the matching funds 
for this important life-saving 
project.  Their $1 million challenge 
gift will name the North Dog 
Adoption Wing.
 
“Pauline has become the face 
of our annual Christmas Ball,” 
comments Rich Anderson, 
Executive Director/CEO of Peggy 
Adams.  “For 6 years now, she has 
chaired this 47-year long tradition.  Her imagination, 
graciousness and sense of fun have made it a grand 
event, the keystone for securing essential operating 
support each year.”

 Pauline’s family has been coming 
to Palm Beach for generations.  She 
bought her first home here in 1979 and 
has become a major force in her own 
right in the life of the region.  She chairs 
the Preservation Foundation of Palm 
Beach and through the William H. Pitt 
Foundation is instrumental in the life 
of many charitable organizations.  She 
joined the Peggy Adams Animal Rescue 
League Board in 2011.
 
“We are so fortunate to have her on our 
Board,” Anderson reflects.  “She is a huge 
animal lover and has adopted pets from 
us so caringly.  We are thrilled to honor 

her devotion and beyond grateful for the gift her 
foundation has made to move us closer to our goal 
for the Pet Adoption Center.”

The three matching gifts detailed on these pages 
have created $5.5 million with which to match 

all gifts to this building campaign.  This means that 
your gift now will be doubled! 
 
Every donation of any amount will have twice the 
impact, saving so many innocent, deserving lives.
 
There are many ways to support this Pet Adoption 
Center.  On page 22, you’ll find a list of all the 
naming opportunities still available.  On page 
13, you’ll find ways to help fund the Center while 
honoring your pet with a large, permanent photo 
in our new lobby or adoption corridors.  On page 
17, you will see information about commemorative 
bricks.
 
Or if you would like simply to make a general 
contribution to the campaign, please do!  

Mail your donation with this coupon or go to 
www.peggyadams.org/CapitalCampaign to make 
a donation online.  That link also features a video 
detailing the new Center and offers lots of other 
interesting information about the project for you 
to see.
 

Your Name:  

Address:  

 

Phone:  

Email:  

 Kim Hanson
 Major/Planned Gifts Officer
 Peggy Adams Animal Rescue League
 3200 N. Military Trail
 West Palm Beach, FL 33409

And A Third Time’s A Charm!

These $5.5 Million in Challenge Grants Are Asking You to Help 
Thousands of Adoptable Pets to be Homeless No More!
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NEW CENTER FEATURES 
State-of-the-Art Shelter Facilities so that…

Our new Pet Adoption Center has been 
designed by Jackson & Ryan Architects 
of Houston, Texas, specialists in the field 
of state-of-the-art animal shelter design.  
The Center includes the latest advances 
in showcasing our animals, allowing 
prospective families to see the cats and 
dogs at their best.  

Our new Center offers the kind of housing, 
training, and interactive spaces that will 

allow for increased animal enrichment and 
decreased noise levels, thus reducing the 
stress of being in a shelter.  

The Center features weather-wise play 
areas for exercise and behavioral training 
as well as efficient, dynamic adoption 
counseling areas immediately accessible 
to families wishing to offer a dog or cat a 
forever loving home.  



 • Additional wellness services in the 
  Grace Pavilion to augment our current 
  vaccination clinic, increasing access to 
  pet health care services for all County 
  residents

 • Greater space for post-operative care to
  increase our capacity not only to serve 
  our shelter pets, so many of whom come
   to us injured or abused, but also our 
  surgeries for the public
  
 • Further expansion of our TNVR 
  (Trap-Neuter-Vaccinate-Return) 
  program for outdoor free-roaming cats 
  – estimated at more than 200,000 in   
  Palm Beach County today

 • Move to the Grace Pavilion of our 
  innovative neo-natal Kitten Nursery, 
  providing 24/7 intensive care for the 
  most fragile lives we serve

 • Upgrades to the Domes to  enhance the 
  environment for animals surrendered to 
  us every day, as well as improving 
  visibility and access to Peggy’s Pantry 
  Pet Food Bank

Help us now!  Together, we will build a 
Pet Adoption Center that will guarantee 
that no adoptable dog or cat misses the 
opportunity for a second chance at the life 
they deserve.

Lost, Abandoned and Neglected Animals will be 
HOMELESS NO MORE

What will be happening on the rest of the campus once this new Center is completed? 
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NEW PET ADOPTION CENTER: FLOOR PLAN
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Guide to New Pet Adoption Center

Lobby Area                                         p. 12
Cat Adoption Wing                           p. 14
Dog Adoption Wings                        p. 16
Dog Play Yards                                  p. 18
Meet-and-Greet Courtyards          p. 20
Major Naming Opportunities        p. 22
Commemorative Bricks                   p. 17

Please see page 22 if you would like to name one of these spaces in our new Center!
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Today, Peggy Adams Animal 
Rescue League finds new, 
loving homes for more than 
5,000 dogs and cats each year, 
giving them a second chance 
at life.

Our Board of Directors has been 
finalizing plans for a new Pet 
Adoption Center which will double 
our number of adoptions – saving 
thousands of additional dogs, 
cats, puppies and kittens and 
making Peggy Adams Animal 
Rescue League one of the largest 
nonprofit pet adoption programs 
not just in Florida, but throughout 
the United States.

The Need is Real

 • More than 7,000 lost, injured,  
  homeless, neglected, abused  
  or abandoned cats and dogs  
  find shelter at Peggy Adams  
  each year.

 • More than 500 newborn   
  kittens receive round-the-  
  clock care in our neonatal 
  Kitten Nursery.

 • Nearly 3,000 dogs and cats  
  receive foster  care with 
  trained volunteers until they  
  are old enough or strong   
  enough for adoption.

The numbers are large.  The need 
for additional adoption services 
is even larger.  As our County 
continues to grow so, too, will the 
number of pets requiring the kind 
of services that we are privileged 
to provide.

HOMELESS NO MORE… 
The Need is Now



A Gift to the New Center 
Will Let You Help Cats Like Sweet Pea…

Sweet Pea

Sweet Pea was one of the first kittens to graduate from our 
neo-natal Kitten Nursery in 2018.  Found abandoned on the 
streets in West Palm Beach, she received around-the-clock 
care from our staff and volunteers who work tirelessly through 
“kitten season” to save these precious lives.

These tiny newborns are the most at-risk animals we receive.  
Without their mothers, they require 24 hour care – and must be fed, by 
hand, with a bottle as often as 12 times a day – in order to survive.  They 
are often sick and they do not know how to feed or clean themselves.  Our 
team in the nursery teaches them how to be self-sufficient, our medical 
staff sees to their health needs, and these kittens begin the socialization 
process so they are ready for adoption into a family home.

Sweet Pea benefited not only from the nursery but also from our satellite 
adoption program.  She was placed at our partner Pet Supermarket store 
in Lake Worth where her new mom discovered her!  Today, Peggy Adams 
partners with 14 Petco, PetSmart, and Pet Supermarket stores throughout 
Palm Beach County.  Our partnership with these pet supply stores has 
greatly expanded our ability to find homes for our cats and kittens.  More 
than 1,000 were adopted from these satellite locations in 2017. 

Sweet Pea now resides in Wellington and her mom writes that she “is 
fabulous!  She is very playful and loving.  She seems to be drawn towards 
me the most, but loves my son and husband as well.  She does have a side 
of sassy, but so do I, so we are a perfect match!”  Help us help animals 
like Sweet Pea with a gift today to the new Pet Adoption Center!
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THE NEW LOBBY 
$500,000 

As visitors enter the new 
Center, they will be able to 
enjoy direct views of animals 
playing all around. 

In addition to the Shaggy Shoppe 
and Cat Café, the new Center will 
provide: 

 • Dedicated office, meeting 
  and orientation space for our 
  volunteers

 • Grooming room

 • Photography studio 

 • Shelter veterinary suite

 • Showers and lockers for staff 
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Honor Your Pets With A Permanent Photo

Our new Pet Adoption Center 
will feature large, dramatic, 
permanent pet photographs in 
durable acrylic that will capture 
the joy of adopting an animal.
 
You can honor your own pet 
with a gift of one of these photos 
and thus help to save the lives of 
thousands of other dogs and cats 
for years to come.  Funds from 
these gifts of photos support 
the overall work of the new Pet 
Adoption Center.

n	 Center Lobby Photo  
 8’3” x 8’ with die-cut archway 
 (1 available)  $150,000
 
n	 Large Lobby Photos                                  
 8’3” x 8’  (8 available)    $100,000
 
n	 Dog Wing Entry Photos                              
 7’4” x 8’  (2 available)       $75,000
 
n	 Cat Wing Entry Photos                               
 7’4” x 8’  (2 available)            $75,000
 
n	 Dog Wing Hall Photos                                
 5’4” x 4’  (21 available)      $50,000
 
n	 Cat Wing Hall Photos                               
 5’4” x 4’  (19 available)     $50,000
 
n	 Dog Wing Over-Room Photos
 2’4” x 3’4” (54 available)     $25,000
 
n	 Cat Wing Over-Room Photos
 2’4” x 3’4” (13 available)   $25,000

 
Your Name

  
Address

 
City, State & Zip

 
Phone

 
Email

Please Mail Order Form and Your Contact 
Info to:

Kim Hanson
Major/Planned Gifts Officer
Peggy Adams Animal Rescue League
3200 N. Military Trail
West Palm Beach, FL 33409

Or scan and email to: 
K.Hanson@PeggyAdams.org
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CAT ADOPTION WING 
$1,500,000

The new Cat Adoption Wing 
takes the best features of our 
current cat habitats and expands 
on them dramatically, creating 
an even better experience for 
cats awaiting their new homes.

 • A variety of living spaces for 
  up to 150 cats, a 50% increase 
  over current capacity for cats 
  awaiting adoption;  Cat  
  Colony Rooms $50,000 & 
  $25,000

 • Community Rooms for social 
  cats, often with litters or 
  housemates who have come 
  into shelter together and  
  Outdoor “Catios” allowing free 
  access to shaded outdoor 
  play spaces $100,000

 • Private condos for less 
  social cats $5,000 

 • Comfortable seating and easy 
  interaction with staff and 
  volunteers to make the   
  adoption process readily 
  accessible, pleasant and 
  enjoyable; Cat Get-Acquainted
  Room $35,000
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The New Cat Adoption Wing Will 
Introduce You to Cats Like Dominic…
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Dominic

Dominic was found 
roaming the streets 
in Lake Worth. When 
a family came to visit 
Peggy Adams, the 
father told us their cat 
had run away more 
than a year ago. He 
and his kids were 
heartbroken and 
now, after all of these 
months, finally felt ready to adopt another cat. They strolled through our 
cat room and, incredibly, there was Dominic! They called his name and 
Dominic came running over to them – reunited with his human family 
after almost 400 days!  Dominic’s story is proof positive of the importance 
of adequate long-term shelter for lost animals, as well as for low-cost 
microchip services!  Help us help animals like Dominic with a gift today 
to the new Pet Adoption Center!

The Mission of Peggy Adams Animal Rescue League of the Palm Beaches, 
Incorporated is to provide shelter to lost, homeless and unwanted animals, to 
provide spay and neuter and other medical services for companion animals, 

and to care for, protect and find quality homes for homeless and neglected 
companion animals, to advocate animal welfare, community involvement 

and education to further the bond between people and animals.



While our current kennels are 
clean, air-conditioned, spacious 
and well lit, new materials 
and best practices offer us the 
opportunity to significantly 
upgrade the shelter experience 
for dogs awaiting their 
new homes.

 • Three separate wings with 
  indoor-outdoor living areas for
   up to 100 dogs, a 40% increase
   over current capacity for dogs 
  awaiting adoption

 • Outdoor get-acquainted 
  patios for large dogs $25,000

 • Kennel grouping designed to 
  prevent agitation, stress and
   barking, but still offering the 
  social stimulus that promotes 
  positive behavior $5,000 

 • Indoor get-acquainted rooms  
  $35,000

 • Space for adoption team; Dog 
  Adoption Counseling Lobby 
  $50,000

 • Space for an adoption team of 
  staff and volunteers in each 
  wing, enhancing the overall 
  adoption process

DOG ADOPTION WINGS 
$1,500,000
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The New Dog Adoption Wings Will 
Introduce You to Dogs like Happy…
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Happy Says She’d Love for You to Give!

As an emergency placement partner for several national 
organizations, Peggy Adams Animal Rescue League is often 
called upon to help with large scale rescue efforts.  In 2016, 
we were asked to join an effort to save 46 dogs rescued 
from a terrible hoarding situation in Arkansas.  

Happy was one of these poor dogs.  They were found in 
a house littered with filth.  There was no food or water to be seen.  The 
dogs were severely emaciated, they were missing fur and most had severe 
skin, ear and eye infections.  Happy also had heartworms.  But her name 
perfectly describes her outgoing, engaging personality.  Over the next 
several weeks, Happy received medical treatment, training and nourishing 
food to get her healthy and ready for adoption.  Today, Happy is now 
enjoying green grass, fresh air and a nurturing family after far too many 
years of captivity and neglect.  

Honor a special pet or person with a commemorative brick in the walkway 
that will surround the new Pet Adoption Center.  If you would like us to 
reserve a brick for you, please indicate the size you wish to order:

 n	8" X 8" BRICK $500             Number requested
 n	8" X 4" BRICK $250             Number requested

Your Name:  

Address:  

 

Phone:  

Email:  

Please Mail Order Form and Your 
Contact Info to:

Kim Hanson
Major/Planned Gifts Officer
Peggy Adams Animal Rescue League
3200 N. Military Trail
West Palm Beach, FL 33409

Or scan and email to: 
K.Hanson@PeggyAdams.org



DOG PLAY YARDS
$250,000

All three canine wings feature 
a large, covered exercise yard 
with built-in ceiling fans, 
protecting daily playgroups and 
training classes from intense 
sunlight, heat or rain.

 • Peggy Adams’ Behavior 
  Training Program includes 
  daily playgroups for dogs 
  in shelter, helping with 
  socialization and re-training.

 • Free behavior training for
  the public is offered weekly, 
  reducing the number of 
  animals coming into the 
  shelter because families are 
  having difficulty managing 
  them.
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 The New Adoption Center Will 
Introduce You to Dogs Like Chewy… 

Chewy

It was late in the day when we got the urgent call.  The county-run shelter 
had a dog that needed our help desperately.  When we first saw Chewy, 
we were shocked.  He had no fur at all.  Just bare, infected and painful skin. 
He was just a puppy, maybe four months old.  

Our doctors knew his condition was life threatening.  The infections were 
deep and severe but we knew we could save him and give him the second 
chance he deserved.  Weeks of intense medical treatment, antibiotics, 
nourishing food – and loving care – restored his health and healed his 
body.  And through it all, Chewy 
always seemed to have a smile 
on his face.  

We found him the perfect new 
family and, in addition to being 
so cute, he’s super smart, too! 

Chewy has received the S.T.A.R. 
Puppy Medal and Canine Good 
Citizen Certificate.  Chewy says, 
“You can be a Good Citizen, 
too!  Please give to the new 
Pet Adoption Center at 
Peggy Adams Animal Rescue 
League.”
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Two large Meet-and-Greet 
Courtyards feature landscaped 
walking pathways and individual 
private patios where families 
and dogs can have an attractive, 
private area to test whether they 
are the right fit for each other.  
The entire new Pet Adoption Center fits 

MEET & GREET COURTYARDS
$200,000

into an active site plan, with 
walking trails not only on the 
perimeter of this 27,000 square 
foot facility, but throughout 
the campus as well.  Outdoor 
meeting and walking areas 
are enclosed to provide a safe 
environment for the animals, 
the public, staff 
and volunteers.  

A 1.5 acre pond adjacent to the 
Berman Memorial Gardens has 
been created in the shape of a 
dog bone and offers a natural 
area to enjoy the outdoors with 
a prospective pet.
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Initial Giving to the Center Has Moved us More than Halfway 
Toward our $5.5 Million Matching Challenges
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Early response to the campaign to build the new Pet Adoption Center has been enthusiastic.  We are at 60% of our 
matching challenge goal!  We hope you will join us in creating this state-of-the-art adoption center for the animals 

of Palm Beach County.  As of June 15, 2018, these generous gifts and pledges have been received:

Gifts of $1 million or more
 
Danielle Hickox Moore and the Mary Alice Fortin Foundation – to
     name the Center in Honor of Lesly S. Smith
Christina Dennis – to name the South Dog Adoption Wing in Memory
    of Louise Dennis
Ann and Charles B. Johnson – to name the For Love of Dogs Entryway
Pauline Pitt and the William H. Pitt Foundation – to name
     the North Dog Adoption Wing
 
Gifts of $500,000-$999,999
 
Julie and Mike Connors – to name the Lobby
Vicky and Sam Hunt
 
Gifts of $200,000-$499,999
 
James D. Berwind and Kevin Clark/Life of Riley at Spring Point – to 
    name the Canine and Feline Multi-Use Rooms
Frankie and Irwin F. Edenzon – to name the Central Cat Tower
The John Noffo Kahn and Mark Addison Foundation – to name the 
    Pond/Nature Walk in Memory of Gilbert Stanley Kahn
Margi and Michael Picotte – to name a Dog Meet-and-Greet Courtyard
 
Gifts of $100,000-$199,999
 
Virginia Burke
Susan C. Gibson – to name the Cat Café in Honor of Susan C. Lee
Candy and Bill (†) Hamm – to name a Dog Play Yard, with Morans  
Carole and John Moran – to name a Dog Play Yard, with Hamms
Carol and Bob Garvy – to name the Volunteer Conference/Workroom 
    and 3 Dog Rooms
Anonymous – to name 2 Exterior Dog Meet-and-Greet Patios
Laurie & Steve Gottlieb – for a Lobby Pet Photo 
Edward Marvin – to name the Walking Trail around the Center 
    Building in Memory of Jewel Marvin
Susan O. Taylor – to name 2 Exterior Dog Meet-and-Greet Patios
Joanie and Paul Van der Grift – to name Photography Studio, Indoor 
    Dog Get Acquainted Room, Exterior Dog Meet-and-Greet Patio, plus 
    a gift to Young Friends’ pledge
 
Gifts of $50,000-$99,999
 
Carol and Harold Baxter – to name a Dog Adoption Counseling Lobby
Gretchen and Howard Leach
Ardath Rosengarden  – to name a Cat Colony Room
Frances Scaife – to name a Cat Colony Room
 
Gifts of $20,000-$49,999
 
Gillman Family Foundation  – to name the Pharmacy
Deborah and Dennis Glass – to name an Indoor Dog Get-Acquainted
     Room in Memory of Hermione
Julia Hansen – to name an Indoor Dog Get-Acquainted Room
William Flaherty
Kate and Jimmy Gubelmann
Cat and Tom Miller – to name a Dog Room
Ginny and Dick Simmons – to name the Dog Exam Room
Young Friends of Peggy Adams – to name a Dog Room
Jane Morgan Dommerich – in memory of Sneakers and Zipper, 
    Charley and Coco
Sylvana and Murray Klein – to name the Veterinarians’ Office
Joann and Herb Roemmele – to name the Volunteer Lobby

Gifts of $10,000-$19,999
 
Susan and Larry Alexander – to name a Cat Condo and Dog Kennel
Jayne and Tim Donahue 
Renate Franco
Arlette Gordon – to name a Cat Condo & Dog Kennel
Jorie Butler Kent – to name four trees in Honor of Miss Pogo
Anonymous – to name a Cat Condo and Dog Kennel
Coco and Don Schefmeyer
Jolene and Larry Shapiro – to name the Grooming Room
 
Gifts of $5,000-$9,999
 
Eva and Herb Jacobi
Anonymous – to name a Dog Kennel in Honor of Pippa
Robin and Randy Hunt – to name a Cat Condo & Commemorative Brick
Carole and Bertram French – to name a Dog Kennel
Lorrain and Malcolm Hall – to name a Dog Kennel in Honor of Zeus 
    and in Memory of Patch, Samantha, Red & Snowey
Paula and George Michel – to name a Dog Kennel
Kit Pannill – to name a Cat Condo
Robin and John Pickett – to name a Dog Kennel in Memory of Perky 
    & Baron and in Honor of Señorita America
Diana Wister

Gifts of $2,500-$4,999
 
Dona and Howard Cohen
Cynthia Foy Rupp 
Jacqui Michel & David Weisman – to name a tree

Gifts of $1,000-$2,499
 
BrightView Landscape Services – to name a bench
Sue Ann and William Conaty 
Cristina Condon
Elaine Langone
Gail and David Leavitt 
Joanne LeBrun – to name 2 Commemorative Bricks in Memory of 
    her parents, Eileen and Norman Colgrove
Sondra and David Mack
Nan Ourisman
Betsy and Wally Turner

Gifts up to $1,000
 
Linda Casey – to name a Commemorative Brick
Carol Collins – to name a Commemorative Brick
Debby and Roy Fallon – to name a Commemorative Brick in Honor of 
    Lesly S. Smith
Jacqueline Noble – to name a Commemorative Brick in Memory of 
    Mark Noble
Abraham Foundation 
Donna R. Ditchik 
Laura Klein

† Deceased.

We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of these lists.  When mistakes 
and misunderstandings occur, we act quickly to resolve the issue. 

Please contact us if you have a question or concern at 561-472-8576.



                              Purpose         With a gift of                                                        Recognition
 *Adoption Center      $4,000,000 with recognition at Main Entrance and Center Dog Adoption Wing (Committed)
 *For The Love of Dogs Entryway      $1,500,000 with recognition at For The Love of Dogs Entryway (Committed) 
 *Cat Adoption Wing     $1,500,000 with recognition adjacent to Main Entrance and at Interior Entryway 
 *North Dog Adoption Wing      $1,500,000 with recognition on North Side Wing Exterior/Interior Entryway (Committed)
 *South Dog Adoption Wing      $1,500,000 with recognition on South Side Wing Exterior/Interior Entryway (Committed)
 *Main Lobby $500,000 with recognition on Entryway (Committed) 

 *Cat Café     $150,000 with recognition on Interior Entry Door (Committed)

 *Central Cat Tower    $250,000 with recognition at Entryway Within (Committed)

 *Cat Apartment “Catio” (4)    $100,000 with recognition at Exterior Viewing Window and Apartment Entry Within

 *Exterior Dog Meet-and-Greet Courtyard (2)     $200,000 with recognition at Central Walkway and at Entryway Within (1 Available)
 *Covered Dog Play Yard (3)   $250,000 with recognition at Entryway Within and in Covered Play Yard (2 Available)

 *Cat Colony Rooms visible from Lobby (8)    $50,000 with recognition on each of Colony Units (6 Available) 

 *Rear Cat Colony Room (7) $25,000 with recognition on each of Colony Units 

 *Cat Get Acquainted Room (2) $35,000 with recognition on Door 

 Cat Condos (36) $5,000 with recognition on Cat Profile Slider (31 Available) 

 *Cat Exam Room     $25,000 with recognition on Door

 *Cat Workroom    $35,000 with recognition on Door

 *Canine Multi-Use Education Room      $200,000 with recognition on Door (Committed)

 *Feline Multi-Use Education Room       $150,000 with recognition on Door (Committed)

 *Dog Room (24)      $25,000 with recognition on Door (19 Available)

 Dog Kennel (69)      $5,000 with recognition on Dog Profile Slider (62 Available) 

 *Indoor Dog Get Acquainted Room (6)   $35,000 with recognition on Door (3 Available) 

 *Dog Adoption Counseling Lobby (3)    $50,000 with recognition on Wall/Stand Plaque (2 Available)
 *Exterior Dog Meet-and-Greet Patio (8)    $50,000 with recognition on Patio Gate (3 Available)

 *Dog Workroom (3)     $35,000 with recognition on Door 

 *Dog Exam Room      $25,000 with recognition on Door (Committed)  
 Veterinarian Office    $20,000 with recognition on Door (Committed)

 Grooming Room     $10,000 with recognition on Door (Committed) 
 Photography Room   $10,000 with recognition on Door (Committed)

 Volunteer Lobby    $20,000 with recognition on Door (Committed)

 *Volunteer Conference/Workroom   $30,000 with recognition on Door (Committed)
 *Laundry Room    $35,000 with recognition on Door

 *Outdoor Café (2)   $150,000 with recognition on Exterior Wall

 Walking Trail around Center Building      $100,000 with recognition on Post Plaque in Landscape (Committed)

 Benches/Seating (50)  $1,500 with recognition on Bench/Seat (49  Available)
 Trees (20)   $2,500 with recognition on Angled Post Sign at Tree Trunk Base (15 Available)

 Bricks  8" x 8" (324)     $500 with recognition on Brick located at Entrance to Building (317 Available) 
 Bricks  8" x 4" (864)     $250 with recognition on Brick located at Entrance to Building (862 Available) 

 *Pond/Nature Walk     $250,000 with recognition on Post Plaque in Landscape (Committed) 

MAJOR NAMING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NEW CENTER ARE STILL AVAILABLE as of 6/15/18

*photo of your pet included (see page 13)      Pledges may be paid for up to five years.
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DONOR DEDICATIONS

Orange areas indicate spaces already reserved as of June 15, 2018
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Follow us! @PeggyAdamsARL Visit our redesigned website! PeggyAdams.org

For more information, 
please contact Rich Anderson, Executive Director/CEO

561-472-8844 or R.Anderson@PeggyAdams.org

Together, with your 
generous support, we can 
find life-long, loving homes 
for the thousands of lost, 
homeless, neglected, 
abused and unwanted 
cats and dogs in our 
community who, through 
no fault of their own, need 
our special help.

We know that your life has 
been deeply touched by 
the love of animals.  That’s 
why we’re inviting you 
to make a life-changing 
difference for homeless 
animals throughout 
Palm Beach County.

HOMELESS NO MORE… 

You can Double the Number of 
Lives Saved with a Gift to the 

New Pet Adoption Center!

3200 N. Military Trail
West Palm Beach, FL 33409


